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Everyone continues to discuss what the new normal is going to look like as
the pandemic restrictions are gradually lifted (fingers crossed). Well, there is
nothing normal about the markets at the moment. Despite being less than a
year out of a supposed bear market, index levels are at all-time highs along
with valuations at decade-long highs, while the economy continues to
gradually recover and unemployment remains elevated. Speculative behaviour
is rampant whether you look at IPOs/SPACs, niche industries, crypto,
thematic ETFs, the list goes on. Adding to this are the new platforms, like
Reddit, which crowd into one investment then move onto another.
Money that flows into or out of an asset class, sector or individual company
matters, sometimes a lot. Consider the fact that apart from initial or secondary
public offerings or option-related issuance from a government treasury, the
number of shares available for purchase in a given company is relatively
stable. We are simplifying things here, but if a group of new investors,
perhaps Reddit followers who just received a fresh cheque (or check) from
their new President, decide to put some money into “ABC Co.”, all else being
equal, the share price will rise. It will rise until enough pre-existing or new
investors decide that they are willing to sell their shares given the new price.
Of course, this works in both directions.
Chart 1: Some wild rides
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Chart 1 depicts a number of companies, and one commodity, that witnessed a
social media-induced rush of investors. Note the various changes in price and
duration before falling back to previous levels. Those companies that had preexisting sizeable short positions, a narrower investor base – essentially the
smaller companies – experienced a bigger impact from this thrust of new
investors. In some cases, this impact lasted for days or over a week+.
Contrast this with Nokia, a widely held global telecom company that saw its
share price jump for one day; or silver, a much bigger market than all the
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companies in the chart combined, which barely
budged. All of these provide mini examples
demonstrating the importance of money flow
given an investments liquidity or size.
Looking at the bigger picture, we can see fund
flows in other ways. ETF issuance provides a
glimpse into the changing flow in and out of
ETFs. Keep in mind there is a multi-decades
migration afoot from traditional fund structures to
ETFs, but you can see acceleration and
deceleration of flows. Over the past few months
and accelerating into 2021, we are witnessing
faster inflow into equity ETFs (green bars). This
inflow is in part helping the market handle bad
news and not react negatively. Soft economic data,
riots in early January, COVID cases, all seem to
have no impact on equities. Of course, there is
good news out there too, but these flows help on
the margin.

massive inflows. So far in 2021, U.S. equity- listed
ETFs have seen $85 billion in inflows. Within this
number, $21 billion has been channelled into
thematic ETFs. Keep in mind that U.S. equity
ETF total assets sit at about $4.6 trillion while the
thematic ETF total assets sit at $110 billion.
We are fans of ETFs, and manage three of them.
However, we are aware that passive ETFs
piggyback on the work of active management. If
the price of an asset is too high, active managers
will sell; or they will buy if sufficiently low—this
results in a more efficiently priced asset. Passive
ETFs can then offer the index or a basket,
comprised of supposedly efficiently priced assets
thanks to active managers, at a cheaper price point
(lower fee). But the migration to more ETFs has
resulted in less active management in the market
and likely less efficient pricing.
Chart 3 - the rise of thematic ETFs
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Naturally, a few billion of inflows or outflows
won’t move the overall market very much just
based on its size; think of the Reddit crowd and
the silver market. However, one interesting
development over the past year is the rise of
thematic ETFs. These are the baskets of securities
attempting to capture the attention of a certain
theme: electric cars, cyber security, 5G, the cloud,
e-gaming—take your pick.
This is where things get interesting. Remember
flows are most impactful when the market is
smaller or less liquid. These thematic ETFs, which
are often based on just a handful of companies
and in some cases the liquidity of those companies
are on the lighter side, have been receiving
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When you factor in this secular change to the
market participant mix, combined with the
sizeable inflows into thematic ETFs – which are
comprised of many companies that are not very
liquid or widely held – it’s likely that there is lots
of mispricing going on. We are not saying you
shouldn’t love the prospect of sitting in the back
of your electric car using your 5G phone to
participate in an online Madden football
tournament hosted on the cloud. We are saying
these flows are likely leading to some asset
mispricing.

Investment Implications
Thematic investing is not going away, it is an
efficient way to gain access to a key theme and can
add a bit of flare to a portfolio. Just be aware that
in these pockets there is an elevated chance of
assets being mispriced due to the recent inflows.
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Charts are sourced to Bloomberg L.P. unless otherwise noted.
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